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Imagine’s premiere space magazine
celebrates 50 issues
Long-running popular astronomy magazine reaches milestone issue
March 2016 sees All About Space, Imagine
Publishing’s unique and accessible space magazine,
hit its landmark 50th issue. To celebrate this
impressive milestone, All About Space will reveal
the 50 most amazing discoveries in space-science
and astronomy, as voted by its readers in an allencompassing survey organised by the magazine.
Partnering with respected organisations such as
the National Space Centre, The Royal Astronomical
Society and the International Astronomical Union,
the All About Space reader survey invited participants
to select the advances and insights that have
contributed most to furthering our understanding of
the amazing universe we live in. The results will be
published in the special 50th Anniversary issue, on
sale worldwide on 31 March.
“Looking back at how All About Space has developed up to this point has been incredible,” said
astronomer and Deputy Editor Gemma Lavender. “Hitting issue 50 is a massive achievement
that’s been made even better with the input of the magazine’s valuable readers.”
Editor in Chief, Dave Harfield, added: “I’m incredibly proud of what we’ve achieved with All About
Space and it remains the most unique space magazine on the market. No other magazine is as
accessible or as comprehensive, making information on astronomy, science and astrophysics
understandable to all. I’m looking forward to seeing what we can achieve over the next 50 issues.”
Established in 2012, All About Space has since cemented its reputation for combining stunning
images with accessible and authoritative text to educate and inspire readers of all ages, while
taking them on a spectacular journey through the Solar System to the known limits of the
universe. After 50 issues, All About Space remains a brand dedicated to delivering expert
commentary on the latest cutting-edge research, technology and
theories in an entertaining and visually stunning way.
Imagine Publishing is one of the UK’s fastest-growing multimedia content
producers. Formed in May 2005, Imagine now publishes 19 regular print
magazines, 30 digital apps, 25 websites, over 300 bookazines and thousands
of articles every month in the technology, knowledge/science, videogames and
photography markets. An Imagine magazine is purchased every ten seconds.
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